Legal landscape as of March 11, 2024
U.S. Sports Betting: Mobile

Legal landscape as of March 11, 2024

- **Red**: Live, Legal (30 states + DC)
- **Pink**: Legal - Not Operational (0 states)
- **Light Brown**: Active or Pre-Filed Legislation/Ballot (7 states)
- **Gray**: No Legislation in 2024 (12 states)
- **White**: Dead Legislation in 2024 (1 state)
Legal landscape as of May 11, 2024

- **Live, Legal**: (36 states + DC)
- **Legal - Not Operational**: (0 states)
- **Active or Pre-Filed Legislation/Ballot**: (6 states)
- **No Legislation in 2024**: (7 states)
- **Dead Legislation in 2024**: (1 state)